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Introduction to the PICTO project
Jerzy Krawczyk, Wacław Dziurzyński
Strata Mechanics Research Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences

The main objective of the Production Face Environmental Risk Minimisation in Coal and
Lignite Mines PICTO Project is “to enhance environmental and health risk management at
high production longwall districts in coal and lignite mines through the development of an
integrated production process and environmental monitoring as well as control system which
would eliminate or minimise excessive gas emissions”
This will be achieved through:
1. Systematic monitoring of underground gas emission, ventilation and gas drainage
performance at longwall districts and numerical modelling to optimise monitoring
designs.
2. Development of new shearer control procedures/algorithms to regulate shearer
operations using calibrated virtual longwall environment/operation computer models.
3. Integration, testing, validation and demonstration of the shearer and longwall
production systems' control procedures/algorithms by Eickhoff in their workshop test
tracks.

This workshop will present the core results of the
Project, obtained after over three years of a close cooperation of participating six partners: three
research/academic: Strata Mechanics Research
Institute, Polish Academy of Sciences (IMG PAN), The
Central Mining Institute of Katowice (GIG), Imperial
College of Science Technology and Medicine
(IMPERIAL) and three industrial: manufacturer of
shearers - Eickhoff Bergbautechnik GmbH (EICKHOFF)
and two mining companies: Premogovnik Velenje D.D.
(CM-VELENJE) and Polska Grupa Górnicza (PGG).
The project is supported by EU RFCS/REA and the
Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education
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Factors influencing the increase in methane hazard in exploited
longwalls
Eugeniusz Krause
The Central Mining of Institute

Release of methane into the environment of longwalls originates from:
 the mined seam,
 from adjacent seams placed above or under, degassing in stress relief zone,
 methane inflow from outside the environment of the selected longwall.
The release of methane to the goaf as a result of the degassing of under and over-mined
seams depends on:
 the volume flow rate of methane released into the goaf as a result of degassing of
the under and over-mined seams, covered by the stress relief zone,
 the method of the longwall ventilation,
 longwall goafs methane drainage effectiveness .
The volumetric flow of methane emitted to the face during mining per unit time determines
the relationship:

Where:
Ls
me
z
Ɣ
M0
ηS
t

 longwall length, m;
 longwall height, m;
 cut depth, m;
 coal density, Mg/m3;
 primary methane bearing capacity of exploited seam, m3CH4/Mgcsw;
 degassing degree, %;
 single cut time, min.

Figure 1. Degassing degree ηS of the seam
exploited during cutting with a roadheader
depending on its primary methane content M0

Figure 2.The main stream discharging into the
longwall workings is methane released during
cutting.
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Modelling of gas migration around longwall coal faces and the role
of different gas drainage techniques in controlling emissions
Sevket Durucan, Xuehao Yuan, Wenzhuo Cao and Ji-Quan Shi
Imperial College London

Presentation will show the application of two-way coupled flow-geomechanical models
implemented in ECLIPSE and FLAC 3D to model longwall and LTCC panel layouts and
drainage systems, including cross-measure drainage boreholes as applied at PGG
Jankowice Mine and in-seam/panel drainage borehole designs at mining level and in the roof
and floor boreholes in thick seam LTCC panels. For the Coal Mine Velenje, the mining
method implemented and the review and analysis of the data collected during two pilot
drainage trials at Coal Mine Velenje in the past will be presented.

Longwall Top Coal
Caving (LTCC)

Figure 1. Schemes of Longwall Top Coal Caving (LTCC), coupled geomechanics and gas flow
models, Flac 3D model of longwall with drainage, permeability enhancement after 30 days of mining
and comparison of measured and modelled methane concentrations

As the LTCC face approaches the horizontal drainage borehole the front abutment stress
and reduced permeability results in a decrease in what already is a very small drainage rate
in the borehole. Drainage rate start increasing after 9 calendar days (5+2 production days
plus the weekend in-between) as the face reaches within approximately 30 meters of the
borehole. The maximum drainage rate is reached when the face is within 10-12 meters from
the borehole with approximately 180 m3/h total gas flow rate, which is consistent with the
observations made during the two pilot drainage trials at Coal Mine Velenje. Using a similar
approach gas drainage modeling at the Jankowice mine aimed at in optimizing the
monitoring layout options is analyzed.
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Mine environment monitoring systems
Stanisław Wasilewski
Strata Mechanics Research Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences

Safe operation in modern mines requires the use of modern and reliable mining
environment monitoring systems. The purpose of automatic gasometry systems is to control
and monitor the safety and condition of ventilation in mine workings. Modern automatic
gasometry systems use the latest solutions in the field of gas metrology and measurements
of air physical parameters.
Measurement of methane concentration in mine workings in Poland and worldwide has
been for years using the catalytic combustion method in the range of up to 5% CH4. In terms
of the so-called high concentrations (5 ÷ 100% CH4), the thermoconductometric method is
used. Modern mining methane meters use a combination of these two methods, measuring
the concentration of methane in the range of 0 ÷ 100% CH4.
The electrochemical method has been used for many years to measure the concentration
of other gases in mine workings in Poland and around the world, which is characterized by
the possibility of selective measurement of the selected gas. In practice, mining sensors use
this method to measure oxygen and carbon monoxide. The development of measurement
methods has led to an increasing use of infrared absorption methods in selective gas
measurements (CO2, CH4, etc.).
Air velocity sensors (anemometers) applied in underground mine workings use various
measurement methods, either using mechanical (rotary) parts or using various physical
phenomena without moving parts. In mining practice, automatic gasometry systems use
anemometers: vane, Doppler acoustic, thermoanemometers or vortex shedding probes.
Automatic gasometry systems used in mining have a hierarchical structure and consist of
four basic levels, two of which are devices located in the mine workings (facility part), and the
remaining levels are surface devices (surface stations - headquarters, IT infrastructure). The
object part consists of sensors and underground stations located in the workings. Surface
stations contain data transmission and power supply systems for underground devices,
constituting an intermediate element for computer dispatcher supervision systems.
In mine gasometry systems used in the Polish mining industry, solutions with central
supply of underground devices from the surface dominate. The solutions used in the global
mining industry are dominated by solutions with local power supply. The main argument in
favor of a solution with a central power supply to underground devices is the continuity of
power supply and control of the mine's atmosphere condition even in the event of shutting
down the underground electricity network.
The data stored in the archives are used to assess the state of threats and to estimate
parameters, e.g. average air velocity and gas emission balance, and the spread of gas
disturbances after events. Data records stored by the Monitoring Supervision Systems are of
significant importance in the analysis of the causes and circumstances of events. Hence, the
method and regime of recording, processing and archiving measurement data and messages
adopted in monitoring systems is not without significance. It is also important to select the
technical parameters of the sensors in relation to the dynamics and range of changes in air
parameters during gas dynamic events.
The rapid development of modern technologies observed in recent years, especially in
ICT, may already be widely used in mining conditions in the near future. The search for
modern technologies for mining applications also applies to gasometry.
As part of the PICTO Project implementation, data was obtained from a mine monitoring
system representative of both single-layer and Top Coal Caving extraction. Synchronous
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recordings of gasometric monitoring systems and the operation of devices at the longwall
were obtained. They were processed for the needs of the database necessary to achieve the
objectives of the Project.

Field measurements – selected methods Part 1

Multipoint Simultaneous Velocity and Methane Concentration
Measurement System using SOM MethanoAnemometers
Piotr Ostrogórski
Strata Mechanics Research Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences

The SOM 2303 MethanoAnemometer™ is a hand-held measuring device simultaneously
performing local measurements of flow velocity and methane concentration. The data,
supplemented by the value of the cross-sectional area of the excavation, allow to determine
the volume flow of methane. The instrument consists of two separate devices: a meter and a
reader. The meter is equipped with an anemometer velocity sensor and pellistor methane
concentration sensor. The reader is equipped with a keyboard and display. Both devices
communicate with each other by radio. The device may be used in potentially explosive
zones. Those devices can be placed in a cross-section or along a longwall using the
Extendible Scaffolds KP-NO1914

All acquired data was analysed with using a different method of data analysis and
visualization. During this task it was used a different software tools from the well-known
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dedicated data analysis software like Matlab or R to the self-designed data visualization
software IZO-VM developed by IMG-PAN.
The IZO-VM software is dedicated to visualize the spatial (2D) and time distribution of air
velocity and methane concentration in the cross-section of a mine excavation. It allows to
present dynamic states of the velocity and gas concentration data obtained during the
ventilation experiments with SOM-2023 installed in the cross-sections. The IZO-VM program
makes it possible to calculate the cross-section of the excavation and determine the air and
methane volume flow in the cross-section by the velocity field method.

Field measurements – selected methods Part 2

An Introcopid Borehole Camera Probe for Crack Properties
Analysys
Norbert Skoczylas
Strata Mechanics Research Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences

A probe with an introscopic camera has been developed, designed to record a video of
the walls of the methane drainage boreholes. The probe has been certified "Ex I M1 Ex ia I
Ma". The probe has passed laboratory tests to confirm its correct operation. Measurements
were conducted in two active methane drainage boreholes on the Z-3b longwall in the coal
bed 501/3 - Jankowice coal mine. The measurement was made in two boreholes, 18 meters
apart. The holes were about 100 meters long. A methodology for positioning and transporting
the probe in the borehole was developed to perform the measurement. The measurement
was repeated after 18 days. The recorded video was analyzed using computer image
analysis methods. The computer analysis allowed statistical evaluation of the degree of hole
fracturing at different depths of the borehole. Analysis of the results clearly shows the
evolution of the borehole wall crack network, both for successive measurements in individual
boreholes and considering the distances between boreholes. This proves that the front of the
exploitation, approaching the holes, causes their mechanical fracturing. In order to check
how optically registered fracture changes affect the intensity of methane capture in the
methane drainage network, an analysis of changes in the amount of captured methane as a
function of the distance between the borehole and the longwall was also performed.
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Shearer Data Communication
Lars Pierburg, Dino Haarmann
Eickhoff Bergbautechnik GmbH

The arrival of digital transformation in the mining industry is taking automation to a whole
new level. More and more machines and equipment need to interact, exchange data and
make informed decisions.
The backbone of this automation is reliable and secure data communication between
them. To ensure this in different mines around the world Eickhoff supports different kinds of
physical layers, such as Powerline via control or power cores, DSL, fibre or even wireless
communication. Depending on the needs of the customer, the ideal solution is chosen for
each and every project and backed up by a second path of communication in most cases.
For many years, Eickhoff has relied on Ethernet-based communication with the TCP and
UDP layers for its machines. These have proven themselves in practice and deliver good
performance and data security even under adverse conditions underground.
To ensure communication with all partners involved, Eickhoff implements a variety of
protocols and technologies on its machines. Starting with the classic Modbus TCP/IP via
SQL, state-of-the-art interfaces such as OPC UA are also supported. Adaptations to special
requirements are made flexibly depending on the project.
Eickhoff thus guarantees that its machines speak the right language in every mine in the
world and can be integrated in the best possible way.
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Methane hazard at various stages of sharer advance for single
slice longwalls
Tomasz Janoszek
The Central Mining of Institute

Exploitation of highly methane-rich seams by means of the longwall with caving under
conditions of high concentration of production causes that methane concentrations in the
longwall workings exceed the legal limits, with consequent stoppage of the mining machines.
The possibility of controlling the advance rate of the shearer in the longwall will significantly
reduce the production standstills.
Data of coal production in longwall Z-11 exploiting the seam 408/1 have been collected
and analysed. The analysis of the exploitation of the seam 408/1 by the Z-11 longwall has
been focused on the operation of machinery and equipment with particular attention to the
shearer. Synthetic analysis of the production in the period of its exploitation enabled to select
the month which was assumed for the development of input assumptions for carrying out
ventilation and methane calculations on the CFD numerical model of the Z-11 longwall.
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Conclusions
The obtained results of model and experimental studies allow to draw the following
conclusions:
 the development of a CFD numerical model for the longwall enabled to analyse the
variant calculations of methane concentration distribution in the workings of the mined
area,
 results of numerical calculations of the methane concentration distribution and of the air
velocity values are comparable with results of in-situ measurements, which confirms
the correctness of assumptions made for the CFD numerical model,
 the adopted numerical method provides information about 3D velocity fields of the air
flow and methane concentrations in the longwall workings and the adjacent goaf,
 the carried out simulations confirm a significant impact of the shearer’s position on the
distribution of methane concentration at the longwall face, and hence on the
development of gas conditions at the longwall face,
 the developed numerical model provides possibilities to forecast the methane
concentration distribution depending on the shearer’s position for the given geometry
of the longwall face,
 the results of the developed numerical model may turn out useful at the stage of
underground mining designing as well as of resolving a number of issues, which can
occur during the mining.
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CFD modelling of methane emissions at various stages of sharer
operations at longwalls top coal caving faces
Wenzhuo Cao and Sevket Durucan
Imperial College London

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models of longwall face gas emission patterns and
concentrations at Coal Mine Velenje have been developed to correlate with the monitored
data and assess the performance of mine ventilation in Task 2.4 of the PICTO project. CFD
models representing ventilation around the shearer at longwall face Bk.-95 at Coal Mine
Velenje have been considered. The CFD models are capable of considering multiple gas
components (N2, O2, CO2 and CH4) and mixing of air and methane in the flow system. In
addition to turbulent flow of mine ventilation, laminar flow of methane release could also be
accurately simulated to better represent the complex nature of airflow around production
faces. Presentation will present the results of simulations, partially shown in Figure 1.

a

b

c

d

Figure 1. Contour map of methane concentration along the B k.-95 longwall face for different shearer
locations at Coal Mine Velenje: (a) shearer close to the fresh air intake, (b) shearer in the middle, and
(c) shearer close to the outbye end of the longwall face section, (d) methane concentration at selected
monitoring points for the (b) variant.

CFD model results have confirmed that higher airflow velocities are formed above the
shearer and drums, and in the shadow zone of the shearer downwind of airflow direction.
Methane in the longwall face section tends to concentrate close to the source of gas
emission and in the shadow zone of the shearer downwind of airflow direction. The maximum
methane concentration is found around the shearer, in the shadow zone of the shearer
downwind of airflow direction, and around the air outlet of the longwall face section.
Relatively high turbulence values are seen air inlet of the longwall face section and around
the shearer upwind of airflow direction. Results obtained from the CFD modeling could be
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used to optimize sensor locations for the production control systems in underground coal
mines

Propagation of methane directly released by the operation of
shearer for single slice longwalls
Jerzy Krawczyk
Strata Mechanics Research Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences

Control of the longwall shearer operation requires knowledge on the way how cutting with
its drums and transport of crushed coal is connected with emission and transport of this gas
by the ventilation air. This problem may be analysed by associating results of in situ
experiments and numerical simulation. In current presentation the shearer will continuously
advance from the top end of the longwall towards its beginning. When the shearer is cutting,
the emission directly connected with cutting comes from: jet of crushed coal directed by
cutting organ to the AFC, coal transported on the AFC, cracked zone ahead of the shearer
and uncovered coal face behind the shearer. This emission adds to the background emission
from goaf and adjacent strata, which is mole loosely connected with the shearer operation.
Sources mentioned above have been modeled using the same concept as in the model of
the one dimensional Ventgraph mine ventilation network simulator. In this analyses, however
a three dimensional model of longwall and adjacent fragments of gates has been considered.
Using a CFD software simulations of unsteady propagation of methane in turbulent flow of air
at stages beginning with idle through the initial phase of cutting have been carried out.

Figure 1. A view of the model with dimensions, longwall interior near the shearer, velocity vectors
behind the shearer colored with methane concentration, isosurface of 0.1% methane concentration
and changes of methane concentration at mid height of longwall during an initial phase of cutting
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Comparison of unsteady and steady flow solutions show that due to a slow shearer
advance most of conclusions can be drawn from the steady flow/static shearer simulations.
Results of moving shearer simulations, combined with static modeling for a variety of
shearer positions and inclusion effects of emission from adjacent goaf and strata goaf will
provide guidance for placement of the control system sensors, development of control
system tuning procedures and assessment of control feasibility.

Test bench for controlled shearer operation
Piotr Ostrogórski
Strata Mechanics Research Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences

The demonstration of the shearer control aimed at methane hazard reduction has been
performed in laboratory conditions. Actual mine environment has been modeled by a
customized version of the VentGraph ventilation network simulator. This simulator was
combined with the set modeling the operation of the Eickhoff’s SL-300 shearer. The shearer
communicates using the Modbus / TCP standard via the Ethernet standard. The main parts
of the test bench were an industrial IPC computer and a remote control computer. Both of
these devices had a preview of the settings and the current status through LCD monitors.
The IPC industrial has been set up by Eickhoff to operate as a simulator of a real SR-300
shearer installed in a longwall with parameters defined by device settings. In Eickhoff’s
practice, pretested IPC’s become control units of ready to use shearers. The PC worked as a
remote control panel for the machine and as a shearer’s inverter simulator. On the side of the
remote computer were also some standard shearer basic control, i.e. switching on its
individual parts and accelerating the machine to the initial speed.
The diagram of the shearer connection to the remote control system is shown below on
the left.

Figure 1. Scheme and photo of the shearer test bench
The VentGraph software was installed on the remote computer, which in task 5.3 of the
PICTO project was extended with the possibility of communication with the shearer via the
Modbus / TCP interface. VentGraph gained the ability to remotely read the speed and
position of the shearer and to control the shearer by setting the speed. It allows you to
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choose between the model of the combine and the actual device before starting the
simulation of the cutting of the longwall face and methane emission, and through virtual
methane sensors it is possible to close the feedback loop in the automatic control system.
The photo above shows all elements of the test stand. The left LCD displays a preview of
the settings and parameters of the shearer operation. The middle screen allows to remotely
read the parameters and set the shearer speed manually. The screen on the right is used to
perform the simulation of the longwall environment during cutting and the remote automatic
control of the shearer with Ventgraph. The Ventgraph software connects directly to the
shearer, i.e. it does not use remote communication software with the PLC.

How the methane hazard can be reduced by controlled operation of
the longwall sharer? – demonstrations
Wacław Dziurzyński
Strata Mechanics Research Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences

Emergency power shutdown caused by the excessive methane level imposed by the
safety regulations in most countries reduces the threat of explosion, but generates huge
losses due to the work and time-consuming procedures conducted to safely restart mining.
Restoring safe conditions must be monitored not only at the longwall, but at all possible
paths of its removal through the ventilation system. Eventually, a considerable amount of
higher concentration methane reaches the atmosphere on the surface. The shearer cutting
rate should be controlled so that the highest concentration of methane in the longwall
ventilating air stream, measured by methane meters of the mine's gasometry system, does
not exceed the value at which the power supply to the longwall area machinery and
equipment area is cut off. Eliminating the downtime caused by such shutdowns should result
in an increased mining output. The possibility to meet this goal was validated by a numerical
simulation of the longwall shearer operation with the automatic methane concentration
control system.
We will show an example of a longwall with adjacent goafs with an operating shearer
and presents the results of a numerical simulation for the shearer operated with the feed
speed control, depending on methane concentration in the air current flowing from the
longwall , and for the shearer operated without the control.
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Cutting speed control system
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Figure 1. Changes in the methane
concentration measured using a virtual sensor

To perform the numerical simulation of the longwall area with the shearer operating with
and without the automatic feed speed control, the VentGraph software was used, with the
models of goafs and the longwall area being cut by the shearer. For the simulation of air and
methane flow in the longwall 841A and in the abandoned longwall 841B, as well as their goaf
in the context of longwall mining performed with a shearer, a database was developed,
containing the parameters of the mathematical model applied. To verify the effects of the
operation of the calculation circuit of mining speed control, calculations were made for the
for two cases: a controlled case , intermittent orange line, and a second case with a constant
mining speed, i.e., without the intervention of the control system (black line) (Figure above). If
the control system is activated (intermittent orange curve), this reduces the mining speed in
advance, lowering methane emissions during mining, and does not permit the admissible
methane concentration to be exceeded.

Assessment of potential benefits
Wacław Dziurzyński
Strata Mechanics Research Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences

The processes of air and methane flow analyses are too complex to allow easy
predictions of the effectiveness of individual solutions. The empirical search for a solution in
a site operated in potentially explosive atmospheres is too risky. The proposed simulation
tests provide the chance to initially study the problem. Once satisfactory results are
achieved, testing of the control system in real conditions may be considered.
The objective of the presented studies was to determine the possibilities of control of the
longwall shearer operation, in particular, its speed with an automatic PID-type controller
(Figure 1). The obtained results indicate that the control of the mining speed of a shearer is
possible and may result in larger winning (Figure 2). Application of the controller made it
possible to achieve higher mining output with a simultaneous limitation of methane release to
the atmosphere. Figure 10 shows the methane volume flow per unit of mining output
generated while cutting with a shearer with and without the controller of the shearer feed
rate.
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From the simulations and calculations performed, it can be concluded that 7,8% less
methane flows into the ventilation paths when the shearer controller is used, assuming the
same mining output. For the case considered, it is the amount of 1,686 m3 of methane per
day. It is an interesting finding showing an additional beneficial effect of the cutting process
using the 841A longwall automatic control system.
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Figure 3. Changes in the methane volume flow per unit of production

Such system will be a fully innovative approach to the automation of the longwall
operation in conditions of the methane hazard aimed at increasing:
 both productivity and safety by lowering number of the emergency stoppages,
 reducing the presence of crew at the longwall
 and reducing a negative environmental impact of uncontrolled release of methane from
coal mines.

How far are we from a successful implementation of the shearer
control? – invitation to discussion
Jerzy Krawczyk
Strata Mechanics Research Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences

As a part of one of the final Project Task a demonstration of controlled longwall sharer
operation aimed at suppression of the methane hazard has been performed. It has been
preceded with three years of data collection, field experiments and simulations resulted in a
development of Virtual Longwall Models, Shearer Operation Control System and Optimal
Control Demonstrators. The Virtual Longwall Model is a derivative of the Mine Ventilation
Network Simulator Ventgraph showing the interactions of ventilation network, operation of
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the longwall equipment and adjacent goaf in terms of airflow and gas concentrations. The
Shearer Operation Control System is a software implementation of a derivative of a PID
controller capable of processing ventilation and shearer operation data to minimize the
methane hazard. Optimal Control Demonstrator is a Virtual Longwall Model with a Longwall
Operation Control System developed for virtual testing of of control in possibly realistic
conditions. It may be considered as a kind of Digital Twins of the longwall systems analysed
within the Project. This demonstration has shown that it is possible to develop a control
system binding the shearer and methane sensors to adjust the shearer cutting speed so as
to maintain the methane concentration levels within a permissible range for scenarios based
on a real field data. The aim of the Project was to do as much as possible in three years time
to get ready for eventual field testing and practical implementation of proposed methane
hazard control method. The PICTO team invites the Audience to join our discussion on the
recommended actions going beyond the scope of this Project.
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